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Sensational
Science!
Students in Years 8 and
7 have been very busy in
Science this term, and
have made some new
discoveries.
In Year 8, students have
been learning all about light. They have
produced some fantastic models which show
the dispersion of white light as it passes
through a triangular prism. The models were
made from cardboard and multi-coloured
wikki sticks. Students learned that white
light is made up of all the other colours: red,
orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo and violet.
They also learned the reason why we state
there are seven colours!
Year 7 students Will and Leo have been
exploring and experimenting with various
graphs, and they have very cleverly created
their first ever tactile science graphs!
They carried out a practical to investigate
the relationship between mass and the
extension of a spring. They completed a
results table independently, and then made
their own graphs using their results with no
help at all. Using a cork
board, swell paper, pins
and elastic bands, the
boys chose their own
scale, plotted their points
and then made their own
line of best fit. Great
work boys!

Out on
the Farm!

Bonterre is a specialist educational provision on
a 15-acre farm just outside of Worcester.
Corey, Toby and DJ have been visiting Bonterre
every Wednesday since half term. As winter
descends, the layers have increased, but the
zeal for offering our fabulous three this wonderful
opportunity has not.
With a team of Youth Workers, qualified teachers,
a clinical psychologist and a horticultural team,
Bonterre provides a unique and expertly delivered
experience to help children with a range of issues
affecting school engagement. They centre their
educational services on ‘Care Farming’ - using
the land as a medium to stimulate and engage.
Activities range from making planters using
carpentry skills, animal care, planting seeds,
transplanting seedlings, mowing the field, planning
the sensory garden and occasionally keeping
energy levels up with a good slice of cake!

Destination
Krakow!
In November, Year 10, 11 and
Ethan from Year 12 departed
for a historical weekend in
Krakow, Poland.

The main purpose for the trip
was to visit Auschwitz and
Birkenau and for students to
gather a greater understanding
of the Holocaust. It was also an
opportunity for the group to soak
up some of the atmosphere and
culture in one of Europe’s most
beautiful medieval cities.

For Stanley, seeing some of
the places where ‘Schindler’s
List’ was filmed was really very
interesting, and Thomas enjoyed
the sound of the bugle blowing
every hour. The group loved
all of the restaurants, and the
opportunity to discover new
flavours and dishes! Another
highlight was the Klezmer concert
– a musical tradition in Poland.
Speaking of the experience,
Sophia said, “As well as enjoying
the food, the rhythms from the
band were really special and we
all clapped and sang along. It was
a truly fantastic evening and I will
treasure it forever!”
The visit to Auschwitz and
Birkenau was a deeply moving
and thought-provoking experience
for all. Everyone felt hugely
affected by Krystyna’s story, a
survivor of the Holocaust, who

the group were able to meet
and hear first-hand the horrors
of the Holocaust. Describing
the experience, Ryley said, “I
discovered information that made
me shake”. Ilya recalls, “It’s
amazing the things they had gone
through, the ordeals that were
faced and the people that helped
Krystyna and her family through
all of it.”
Eben has said that he is going
to take everything he has learnt
and put it into his day to day life.
Tom thinks he has become more
mature, and Danni says the trip
has inspired her to make the most
of every day. Mustafa has learnt
how important it is to be good
to each other and care for each
other, and Ryley has learnt that it
is possible to forgive, even though
you may never forget.

Student Fundraising
Once again, our committed
NCW students have been busy
organising a variety of fun
activities, all in aid of raising
money for Children in Need.
As usual, the week kicked off
with the annual Great NCW
Bake-off, in which we received
some impressive entries from
both staff and students! After
much deliberation, tasting and
checking for soggy bottoms, it
was concluded that Jake was
star baker with his colourful
cupcakes, as well as Mrs
Madden with her Mont Blanc
chocolate cake! The remainder of
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the homemade treats were sold
during break and lunch to the rest
of school.
Students also arranged a youth
club quiz, movie night in the
hostel (with popcorn and drinks
on sale!) and a talent show
evening. Other smaller activities
running throughout the
week included games in
the LRC such as Jenga and
Connect 4, apple bobbing,
guess the name of the teddy
and a staff and student
raffle!
Now that the cakes have
been eaten and the money
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has been counted, we are very
proud to have raised a fantastic
£265 this year. Well done and
thank you to everyone that
helped towards raising
money!

Lunchtime
Pom Pom Parties!
December was a busy month with pom pom
making a priority! NCW has a tree in the
Worcester Cathedral Christmas Tree Festival
and this year’s theme was pom poms. Woolly

Christmas puddings, brussel sprouts, snowmen
and Santas were produced over lunchtimes
in the LRC and in Art Club on Thursdays. The
result is really rather fabulous!

Tandem Travels!

In September a group of NCW students
arrived in sunny Craignure, Isle of Mull,
for a busy weekend of tandem riding!

Rising bleary eyed from Camp NCW, Tom, Ilya,
Riley, Asher and Max got stuck in to their first full
day of riding, which was a 36 mile route around
Ben More Mountain! The group grabbed a pit stop
at the Monument to Dugald MacPhail, where they
rehydrated and fuelled up on lunch before setting
off once again. The weather was beautiful, and the
group rode through some incredible landscapes.
Saturday was a 25 mile loop of the North Coast of
Mull, with a visit to Glengorm Castle!
Amongst the action-packed days of riding through
Mull scenery, the group was also able to explore
nearby town Tobermory and chill out on Calgary
Bay, enjoying the sound of the waves lapping the
sandy beach.
Ilya, Year 10 student, described his favourite
part of the trip: “I really enjoyed the second day
around the north coast – we rode really fast down a
big hill and I loved the feeling!”
Students and staff covered a whopping 61 miles
over the weekend, which is the equivalent of
cycling from Worcester to Birmingham and back
again! Well done to Tom, Ilya, Riley, Asher and Max
as well as all staff involved in the trip.
Rest those legs!
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Spotlight
on Senior
Students

This term saw the new Senior Student Team
(SST) take up their positions, headed up by
newly elected Head Girl, Paige and Head
Boy, Harvey!
Both Harvey and Paige have been students at
NCW a few years, with Paige starting in Year 9 and
Harvey in Year 7. They are both thrilled to be given
the opportunity to lead the SST. “I was thrilled to
have been elected, but very surprised!” expressed
Paige.
When asked why he thought he had won the
election, Harvey said: “I’m quite a people person,
and I’m approachable. My peers can trust
me.” Harvey is determined to make the school
community more connected, and would like to see
more regular school council meetings take place.
Paige’s election campaign focused on making
sure the decisions made within school are what
students really want – she will walk the walk,
as well as do the talking! Paige enthused: “We
are excited about doing lots more fundraising
for the school, organising tours for visitors and
involving the rest of our SST in decision-making
– it’s important that we work as a team and share
responsibilities. I feel like we will have a really
strong team for this forthcoming academic year.”
“I think it will help me particularly in overcoming
my fear of public speaking, and gain overall
confidence.” said Harvey. “For both of us, we
will be able to practise our organisation and
problem-solving skills – there is a lot we can
learn.”
Congratulations to Paige and Harvey, and best of
luck in your roles!
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Working
Smarter
in ILS

Students have been making use of new
smart speakers in ILS – a great present
for someone who is vision impaired. The
Amazon Echo range, Google Home range
and Apple products are all revolutionary for
our students who are vision impaired.
A smart speaker is a voice activated device that
uses wireless internet via Amazon, Google or
Apple to access information. It does not require
bank account details and while some functions do
require subscriptions and apps, this is optional.
They can quickly help with many everyday
tasks and queries, accessing information and
entertainment, communicating and controlling
smart home devices such as lights and central
heating, all with the power of your voice. So with
just a question, a person with a vision impairment
can find out what the weather’s like, play the
news, set alarms and timers, play an audio
book, listen to music and radio stations, add to a
shopping list and even control other features of
the home; heating, lights and power.

Sports News
Sports Festival Fun

Will and Leo attended the Inclusive Sports Festival at the
University of Worcester. They experienced a variety of different
sports - wheelchair basketball, table top tennis, new age
kurling, blind football, indoor athletics, tennis and seated
volleyball. Well done boys!

Football focus!

Thank you to Adam, who visited us from the
FA and taught Tom and Mustafa a new series
of football games; designed to be an easier
progression towards the full Blind Football. He
even left us with some new footballs and blind
football shades for us to practise with.

Judo

Well done to Year 9 student Rico who won a gold
medal over the holidays at the British Open Adaptive
and Visually Impaired Judo Championships in Cardiff.

Fundraising News
Funds are still coming in to
contribute towards the ongoing
classroom refurbishment with the
Humanities Department next in
line towards the end of the year.
Our newly appointed Food
Ambassador Felice Tochinni and his
wife Fiorinda are planning to open
up their restaurant near Pershore in
February to hold a fundraising event
in aid of NCW. Three of our sixth form

students - Harvey, Stuart and Andrew will be assisting Felice on the night.
We welcome Jodi Brandwood to
the Fundraising team who joins us
from a local hospice. She’s looking
forward to building on all our existing
relationships and is very experienced
in organising large scale fundraising
events and challenges so there will
be lots of exciting new fundraising
ventures in 2020.

Authorpaedics - Creative Writing Club
A number of our students enjoy creative
writing so we have taken the plunge and
created a space to explore the depths (or
should that be heights?) of our talents. So
far we have had three meetings. Each one
has been inspired by a theme, an opening
word and a setting suggested by the
members. Some of these have been quite
challenging!
The first experiment was a fantasy genre, set in
a forest with the opening word of ‘Befuddled’ –
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with a 350 word limit. Up next was humour, an
opening word of ‘err’ and a setting in a school
hall. This proved difficult. We all like to think
we’re funny but writing humour is not quite so
easy. Some went for farce, others for situation
and others for bodily functions!
Currently we are working on sci-fi. The setting
is a technology institute and the opening ‘I
don’t know’. If you want to have a go feel free
to email your efforts to
NCWAuthorpaedics@groups.io!
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A Game of
Resilience!
Students in Year 12 have been getting
creative inventing their very own board
game – ‘Resilience’! Resilience is all about
the hazards that a person who has a vision
impairment may face every day, and the
solutions and strategies that are used
to overcome them. Students DJ, Jack,
Abbie, Rahel, Toby and Corey have done
a fantastic job in designing the tactile
game independently and thinking of
the different challenges that they have
or might face. They have made board
pieces which include a guide dog, mobile
phone and cane and students have
also incorporated points of reference
around the board that they are familiar
with, such as the local Waitrose store.
Resilience is already proving a great
way to get students problem-solving
and thinking pragmatically, as well as
encouraging sighted players to become
more aware of the things that can be
considered as a hazard or obstruction.
As a culmination of their work, they
presented a disability assembly as a
conclusion to their term’s learning.

My Disability Poem by Jack
Don’t judge me for being in a chair,
Don’t judge me because I cannot see,
Don’t judge me because I cannot speak properly,
Don’t judge me because I cannot walk, swim or climb,
Don’t say I cannot dream about long term goals,
Don’t say I cannot achieve my goals,
Do not read me by my front cover!
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Y viva Espana

• For Tommy – enjoying authentic Spanish food,
including paella and Murcian meat loaf.
A group of sixth form students, with
three staff, went to Murcia in Spain
as part of an Erasmus Plus exchange,
mixing with groups from schools in
Poland, Romania, Bulgaria and Turkey, as
well as Spain.
The emphasis was on sharing activities and
experiencing the culture of the region. We had
busy, but enjoyable days at the Spanish school
and sight-seeing, as well as meeting some of
the local city officials. At the opening ceremony
we were impressed by a couple of the Spanish
students doing a flamenco dance, and struggled
to explain that in England we don’t have such folk
dances, although we did get ourselves prepared to
demonstrate a barn dance (Hannah, Max, Mr Hinds
and Mrs Holyoak chose our practise session for
this as their funniest moment of the trip!).

• For Mr Hinds: Enjoying the winter sun! Swimming
in the warm sea was fantastic and seeing the joy
on Paige’s and Kendal’s faces was wonderful.
It was a thoroughly enjoyable trip and we enjoyed
the social experience as well. Paige practised
her Spanish with the students, and, as Hannah
has said, ‘I enjoyed meeting the Spanish students
at the school as they were very welcoming and
you could very easily get into a conversation with
them’. Tommy is still texting some of the Polish
students.

Some of the highlights were:
• For Hannah - I enjoyed the trip to Cartagena and
being able to see, or touch, the buildings that
showed three different milestones of the history
of the area, especially the amphitheatre and its
columns. I liked visiting the church basement in
Murcia city with the Morisco tomb because that
showed how different people can be in cultural
expression with one side being highly decorative
and the other just white plaster.
@NewCollegeWorcester
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An Inspector Calls
Theatre Visit
When Inspector Goole arrives unexpectedly
at the prosperous Birling family home, their
peaceful dinner party is shattered by his
investigations into the death of a young
woman. His startling revelations shake
the very foundations of their lives and
challenge us all to examine our consciences.
J B Priestley’s play is as relevant today as
when it was written, a powerful who-dun-it
asking audiences to examine the nature
of the society in which we live and the
consequences of our actions. Despite
being nearly 75 years old this play is still as
hard-hitting as ever.
We were privileged to take nearly all our
Year 9, 10 and 11 students to see Stephen
Daldry’s multi award-winning production
(originally for the National Theatre) to aid
them with their GCSE English Literature
studies. The cast were kind enough to
organise a touch tour so our students got to

explore the set before the performance. This
production places particular emphasis on the
staging as it includes a house rising out of a
bomb crater which collapses at the end with
plates and cutlery cascading onto the stage
as the Birlings’ cosy world implodes.
We all had a very enjoyable and production
afternoon out at Malvern Theatre and a
special thank you must go out to the staff
there who made us so welcome.

All about Apps!
New for this term is our NCW App Club, held
over lunchtime on a Wednesday. This is a great
opportunity for our students to explore and learn
a variety of different apps, as well as share with
others which they find useful. Apps the club have
looked at so far include;
• Seeing AI: A text and image recognition app for
iPhone, best for reading printed documents and
barcodes.
• Envision AI: Similar to seeing AI but operates a
subscription model for iPhone and android.
• RNIB Navigator: arguably the best GPS app
for people who are vision impaired. Operates a
subscription and is only available for iPhone.
• Microsoft Soundscape: A different navigation
app for iPhone, it is free and has the ability to
place things either side of the stereo field for
easier mapping.
The club has been a great success and well done
to student Aaron who is helping to run the club!
8
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Success in
Employment Event
In early December, NCW
held its first ever Success
in Employment event – a
whole school drop down day
focusing on careers.

Hearing her experiences
positively propelled students in
to the event.

Students split off in to groups to
experience a variety of careers
Fortis Living, HOW College,
and work-based activities
Fujitsu and The Herefordshire
throughout the day. These
and Worcestershire Chamber of
included CV writing workshops,
Commerce were just a handful of mock interviews, accessing
employers who took part in the
support, how to dress for work
day and offered invaluable advice and the opportunity to talk to
and information to NCW students. a number of former students
who have gone on to achieve
The day was packed full of
successful professions.
opportunities for students of all
ages, and began with an inspiring A big hit with many students
welcome speech from vision
was the Careers Fair which took
impaired careers expert Seema
place in the morning and allowed
Flower, Founder and Managing
them to independently meet with
Director of Blind Ambition.
a variety of employers to gather
Seema is someone who has
information, advice and guidance
overcome much adversity in her
on what to do after leaving
life whilst successfully launching
school.
her own consultancy business.

Describing his experience
of the day, Year 13 student
Alex said: “I really enjoyed
having the chance to speak to
so many different businesses
and organisations. I’m hoping to
go into IT after leaving NCW, so
making contact with companies
such as Dolphin Interconnect
Solutions and Fujitsu was really
motivating for me and has made
me think more about what I’d like
to do within the IT sector.”
Megan Pearce, Account
Executive at Herefordshire
and Worcestershire Chamber
of Commerce, said: “It was
great to meet NCW students
and hear all about their plans for
their futures and how they hope
to achieve them with goals and
guidance. The students were
exceptionally inquisitive and full
of ambition!”

The way to NCW’s heart…
Great food is an important part
of life here at NCW, and our on
site caterers CH&Co produce
amazing food for students’
lunches, weekday teas and
events. This term there was a
Peruvian themed week which
included Peruvian alfajores
biscuits, Peruvian chicken and
an avocado and quinoa salad.

Other treats we’ve enjoyed this
term include white chocolate
and sweetcorn cookies,
beetroot brownie, sweet potato
and celeriac bread from a
‘Baked with Plants’ Promotion.
All the meals are carefully
nutritionally balanced as well
as looking and tasting great.
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News from the Houses!

Let there be light!
Christmas in the houses really started this
term with the long-anticipated Christmas
Lights Switch On in early December. Each
year, the residential houses hang their Christmas
lights and prepare their winter scenes to
unveil to the rest of the school - it can get very
competitive! It has been a very festive evening
with great company, food and merry carols.

Bradnack Christmas Party
Marion cooked up a storm in Bradnack
for their Christmas party, cooking for 28 a
delicious festive dinner with all the trimmings
and profiteroles for dessert! After dinner was
a competitive game of Braille bingo with big
prizes up for grabs and present opening. It was a
wonderful evening of fun and festivities.

Victorian Christmas Fayre
Students and staff had a lovely merry evening at
the Victorian Fayre in Worcester - a great way to
kick off the festive season. Worcester City Centre
is transformed with fairground rides and all kinds
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of stall selling festive food and drink, hand-made
crafts and gift ideas. The weather was gloomy
but it didn’t dampen the Christmas spirits of the
students as they enjoyed the fair and sampled
some of the edible treats on sale!

Mud, glorious mud!
Staff and students from Peggy Markes house
swapped their shoes for running trainers in
October, as they prepared for a very muddy
challenge!
Students Ryley, Rahel, Asher, Tom and Stanley,
along with a number of very dedicated staff
members embarked on a 6k mud run – the
Eastnor Castle Mud Bath, where they waded,
slipped and slid around the challenging course.
The group showed great determination and were
cheered on by Nic Ross, Principal of NCW, and
a dedicated team of supporters who supplied
much needed encouragement (including a
chocolate-based energy boost!)
Deputy Houseparent Claire said: “We had the
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best time ever and we are SO PROUD of the
students, there was loads of mud with a big
dash of laughter on the side!”
Well done everyone!

A Peggy’s Christmas Feast!
It was a sumptuous three-course meal for 30 as
Peggy Marks house residents, staff and guests
sat down to celebrate Christmas! A choice of
starters, main courses and desserts was on
offer – with even a gluten free option available!
The decorations were beautiful and after dinner
presents were exchanged as guests mingled
and enjoyed the festive atmosphere! Well done
Alan, Claire and the team!
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Happy
birthdays!
There have been a couple
of birthday parties in the
houses this term with
Bradnack celebrating
Syd’s 15th birthday with a
delicious birthday breakfast
and in Peggy’s Tom
celebrated his 16th
with a party tea with
his friends. Happy
birthday to all the
students who celebrated
birthdays this term!

Exams Date for the diary!
Since last year, JCQ has set a day each summer,
agreed by all examination boards –‘national
exam contingency day’. Instigated in the wake of
Manchester and Grenfell incidents, this is so that
exams can be rearranged if there was a serious
local or national emergency which prevents exams
taking place on the scheduled days. The date in
2020 will be Wednesday 24th June and all exam
students must be able to be in College throughout

the summer exam season until that date in case any
of their exams are disrupted by such an event and
have to be rescheduled. So parents and carers
of exam students, please do not book holidays
or medical appointments for students during that
period as they must be able to return to college,
even if they’ve been allowed to go home any earlier
for any reason.
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